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Prose

One Song Away

in bars.

The microphone on the stage sent a small bit of feedback scraping through the single
amplifier in the room. Someone in the audience coughed and I could hear the bartender
stacking glasses in the back.
“I’m so happy to be in Chicago, it feels surreal,” I said to the three-quarters filled
audience. “How many of you guys out there are from Chicago?” One person in the back
raised his hand, as did another standing at the bar. Most of the crowd just sat there and
stared at me, and a couple at one of the front tables snickered to each other. “Well, I’m from
the Florida Keys.” I laughed nervously. “My name is Danny Hudson and I’m going to—to
play some music for you.” I fiddled for my pick in my pocket and once I found it, took a
deep breath and started into my first song, “Odds You Know.” Calmly, I moved through the
opening verse, precisely picking the notes and executing each word on pitch. By the time I
reached the chorus, I hit the sweet spot and belted out the big notes and teased the audience
with the softer ones.
But when I played the final note and looked up from my guitar, I saw one table walking
toward the bathroom and two men with loosened ties flirting with the bartender. Any one of
those people could have been a local folk singer or a music executive or a possible manager.
This was my desired audience and they had probably already forgotten my name. I wasn’t
about to be like Gabe and let my one chance walk right out the door. I needed poetic lyrics;
I needed Gabe’s lyrics. I knew all the words. But I thought back to Gabe, nervously pacing
around backstage and reading and re-reading over his own lyrics. I thought about Gabe
getting denied from club after club over the last fifteen years: past his prime and turned
away. But what was going to stop that from being me? Like Gabe came to New York, I was
in Chicago. And just like Gabe, I might have had my chance and blown it. I couldn’t let
sympathy determine my direction in life. This was my chance. I couldn’t waste any more years

“This next song is new,” I said. I stared directly at the back wall. “It’s called ‘Aimless.’
I hope you like it.” I didn’t look behind me. Part of me hoped Gabe was in the bathroom and
hadn’t heard me break his trust and spit all over artistry. But the other part of me hoped he
was standing right there so he didn’t go out on stage in thirty minutes and embarrass himself
by “covering” the song that the singer before him had just performed. Different scenarios
flooded my head until all of a sudden, all I thought about were the lyrics. I just began singing.
The first line slid off my tongue like a marble off a table. It felt natural, smooth and
quick. I delivered the first few lines alongside a rapid-fire strumming pattern. I saw a man in
the front row set down his coffee cup, uncross his legs and lean in. I moved through the first
verse, and by the time I entered the chorus, the bartender was no longer taking anyone’s
order. She and the five men at the bar were staring right at me. I saw the eyes and the
attention and I saw the crowd thinking through the words I was saying. I no longer felt my
fingers sliding along the neck of the guitar, and I know for certain that Gabe never crossed
my mind. All I saw was the audience.
The applause that followed the song remains better than any drug or high I’ve ever
had. It was not uproarious, or overbearing or even really that loud. But it was true applause:
noise, smiles and recognition. I smiled more that night than the night I won my first Grammy.
I smiled more after that performance than I did at my second wedding. For the remainder of
my set, there were no side conversations, no one calling across the room for a waitress, not
even any chairs scraping against the ground as they moved. The crowd watched intently. I
talked to Ms. Hill several weeks after that performance, when she invited me to come back,
and she said, “After you played that second song, I think everybody in the room stopped
looking at you as a decent songwriter and started looking at you like a developing star.” I
moved through the set list taped to the ground, until four songs from the end I read the title
of next song: “Aimless (Introduce Gabe).” I had forgotten about Gabe.
I swung my head around and saw no one standing back stage. Gabe’s guitar case—
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Jack Sentell

which for the whole night had been propped up against a rusting, gray pipe near the back
door—was gone. Taking a deep breath, I recollected myself and announced my unplanned last
song: a traditional folk cover of “Where Did You Sleep Last Night.” After playing the song, I
grabbed my guitar around the neck, thanked the crowd and walked off stage—my shoulders
slumped over as the standing ovation followed me behind the curtain.
As I walked back into the green room, the high from performing became more of a
hangover. I scanned the room for Gabe, while staying along the perimeter. What was I going
to say to him? When I wrote songs, it took days—even weeks or months—of sitting alone
in my room and tinkering with melodies and words and specific notes. I would have clocked
anyone in the jaw who stole from my hard work. Art is personal: an extension of you. Yet here
I was, stealing one of Gabe’s children and then bragging about it to a room of people. As I
headed for the door, I heard someone call out after me.
“Mr. Hudson, excuse me,” a man said. I felt my shoulders relax after realizing that it
wasn’t Gabe. “My name is Sam Bryce and I represent a lot of folk musicians up in New York. I
loved that song: ‘Aimless,’ was it? Do you have a moment to talk?”
I walked out of the back door of the club twirling the business card in my hand. I had
an appointment the next day with Sam, the man who would become my manager for the
next ten years. I lit a cigarette and stared up at the moon peaking over the top of the threestory brick buildings of Old Town.
“Well that was one good song you had, brother.”
My fingers slipped off the cigarette and it stuck to the corner of my mouth. I turned
and saw Gabe sitting against the brick wall. His guitar was flipped upside down with the strings
on his lap and a handle of whiskey sitting on top of the flat back. Gabe took another pull from
the handle and raised it up in the air. “I didn’t have the right type of whiskey, so I just went
and took it from one of the freezers in the back of the room.” Gabe talked slowly, enunciating
every word. He swayed, changing direction every couple of words he spoke. “Does that make
-14-

me a thief?”
“Gabe, I don’t—”
“Nah, brother. Don’t hit me with that. You know you took it.”
“You weren’t back stage. Why didn’t you come out?”
“Why didn’t I come out?” Gabe stood up, set his guitar on the ground and took
another pull of whiskey. “What was I going to play? You stole my song. My new song.” Gabe
set the whiskey bottle on the ground. “I can’t go on the stage after a rock star looking kid just
impressed the crowd. I can’t top you with some song from the ‘50s about railroad unions. My
old songs weren’t good enough before, why the hell would they be good enough now?”
I opened my mouth but didn’t make a sound. Gabe stumbled toward me. He didn’t
notice that his heel had knocked over the bottle and whiskey was spilling all over the brick wall
of Mother Blues. “You think you’re a songwriter, Danny? You’re just some singer. Your pretty
face doesn’t make you an artist. An artist respects the power of music and what it means to a
writer.”
“Screw you, man. I am an artist. And I will be an even better artist.” I sharpened my
words, even though the anger didn’t have much basis. I pointed my cigarette right at Gabe.
“I’m not saying what I did was right, but it’s going to get me a record deal. What’d your songs
ever get you?”
Gabe stared at me. “They didn’t get me shit,” he said. He put his cowboy boot on
top on of his guitar and pushed it toward me. The guitar skidded across the pavement until it
ricocheted off my shoes. “Go ahead. Might as well steal the guitar too.” I picked up the guitar
as Gabe stared at me. “You think you get it. You think it’s about the fame, and maybe it is. But
that’s a shallow existence, brother. Stadiums can be awfully big when you’re by yourself.”
He then stumbled down the alley—away from me—until he was on his own in the
streets of Old Town.
Looking back on that final image of Gabe, I wish I had known how true his words
-15-

would turn out to be. When I was inducted into the Hall of Fame, I was so pleased that the
music I’d recorded had touched people. But, if I’m being honest, I don’t feel anything when I
stare at that trophy in my studio. Every hit I had—even the several that surpassed “Aimless”
on the charts—feels stolen. The trophies have my name on the bottom, but it might as
well be my name alongside a slew of uncredited songwriters and Gabe. I’ve seen videos of
Springsteen getting inducted and Paul McCartney and of course, Bob Dylan. They could all
stand up there and think about how in this crazy world they went from writing songs in their
bedrooms to writing gold records. They can all feel that sense of accomplishment that lets
you leave this life with a smile.
When I first started writing songs, there was no feeling that I liked more than when
someone complimented something I had created. But when I was standing on that stage at
the induction, all I could think of was how I possibly went from writing songs in my bedroom
to stealing another person’s art. Those other guys found a way to have it all—artistic integrity
and fame—but I was too impatient. I thought that only one of us could win the lottery
that night at Mother Blues, so I lifted Gabe’s ticket from his back pocket and claimed my
unfulfilling prize.
Every time I’m back in New Orleans, I walk by that same alley. They’ve fixed the
‘W’ on the neon “hiskey” sign and the bar still stands there, inviting in any buskers to spend
their hard earned change. But if I had to guess, Gabe would be the one who doesn’t have
any change to spend (while also not caring about that at all). Still, I’ve yet to see Gabe
leaning against that wall. He was never in the phonebook, and I’ve come across no leads on
the Internet. No matter what I do, I can’t seem to track him down. I want to find him and
apologize. I want to tell Gabe how I just fired all my songwriters and have begun reading books
on poetry. I want to tell Gabe how the majority of my Grammys are in a box in my basement
that I haven’t touched in years. I want to tell Gabe that I’m writing this and telling everyone
who takes the time to read my story that I made a mistake.
I want to tell him all that, but I suppose I missed my chance.
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Hand to God
Meredith Vitale

We don’t work miracles here, but I believe in them now that I’ve seen the Patron Saint
of Wal-Mart. I worship all fifteen of her gilded fingers the same way the cashiers up front are
devoted to the spinning plastic bag rack. Stocking the shelves at Wal-Mart isn’t sanctified in
the minds of most Americans, but it provides excellent people-watching nonetheless. I’ve
learned you can be the most peculiar person in the world and still find a date. I see those
couples at Wal-Mart holding hands. Three hundred pound women growing goatees with
men who look like they slept on a pile of cigarette butts and smell like they showered in bong
water. They are liquefied and poured into ice cube trays, frozen into open spaces and paired
off one by one, equal and balanced. Under the pallid lighting, they have been plucked from
the margins of free market dating and graced with their communal share of love. That’s how I
know you are out there.
Anything is possible if Mike can find his perfect match. Assistant manager Mike has
only been at my store for six months, but we all know his story. He’s divorced, having lost his
first wife to second shift not long after losing his left arm to an ATV accident. Mike’s timing
was already bad, working from 4pm-12am most days. After his arm was amputated below the
shoulder, there wasn’t enough of him to fill those two free days at the end of the week. When
I would ask about his weekends on Monday afternoons, he usually mumbled something about
NASCAR, but the cashiers gossiped about his Friday night shopping list: a fifth of Svedka, a
box of tissues, and two bags of flaming hot Cheetos among the routine purchases. It’s eerie
when you recognize some of your items in another person’s shopping cart.
Last Friday night around eleven, the store was nearly empty and I was stocking the
new shipment of Fancy Feast next to the Tidy Cat. I wanted out of the pet aisle. The smell of
the cat litter reminds me of my ex-girlfriend, Stacy, and the two ugly cats she took with her
when she moved to New Orleans. I stacked as many cans as I could at a time.
“John,” Mike said, coming up behind me, “is that as fast as you can go? I’d be twice as
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fast as if I still had both arms.” He smiled with a mouthful of big, square teeth.
“Why don’t you show me how it’s done?” I stood up, almost dizzy from the kitty
litter. Both knees made a cracking sound. Restocking shelves requires sitting down, kneeling,
standing back up in an infinite cycle, like Sunday mass. For the past few years, I’ve been
praying to the warehouse fluorescents above me. Not for anything or anyone in particular,
nothing for myself at least. Just for proof that I’m not doomed to pollinate the lower rungs
of the Wal-Mart apiary by myself for all eternity. A college diploma didn’t prepare me for life
outside of my parents’ basement. I wasn’t ready for Stacy to break up with me, or the mental
breakdown that compelled me to throw a paperweight through my boss’s window at my old
finance job. I remain more suited for flight with my seat in the upright and locked position,
free to move about the cabin but strapped under the seat belt during turbulence. It’s thirsty
work waiting for the beverage cart.
“How about a little one-on-one competition? If I win, it’s time for you to find a new
career.” Mike pulled up his pants legs one at a time and squatted down next to the flatbed
between the two of us. We each opened a new box and Mike gave the ready-set-go.
I glanced between the shelf and Mike. He held three cans at a time, shelving them
like a stack of Bibles with a thud on the metal rack. He increased his speed to four, than five
at a time before he dropped a handful. They rolled into the main aisle. That’s when I saw her
– straight nose, straight teeth, straight auburn down to her shoulders as she watched us from
the aisle way. I could tell she wasn’t from around here. There was a hole tastefully cut through
the middle of her Jeff Gordon t-shirt, where a third arm extended out from her stomach. Her
right hand held a bag of chips, a case of Bud Light in the left, and she picked up the cans with
her middle arm. All fifteen of her nails were painted with sparkly-gold polish.
She handed the cans to Mike. “Your Friday night looks more exciting than mine.”
His eyes flashed from her face to her middle arm to the racecar driver on her t-shirt.
“Thank you, and Sorry! This is, well, you caught us in the middle of a competition.” He
giggled between every other word. “A race. To see who can stock faster, even with, well.” He
shrugged a single shoulder.

“Move as many things you can hold from one place to another? That sounds like
something I’d be good at.” Her vanilla perfume swallowed the smell of the kitty litter. Mike
waited too long to reply.
“How about you join us for round two?” I said.
“Don’t bug her, John, she’s probably busy. You’re probably busy, right?” His lips
moved at a speed that didn’t seem possible with the hindrance of those big Claymation teeth.
“C’mon, there’s no shame in losing to a girl, Mike. Better yet, why don’t we do teams?
Me vs. you and –”
“Audrey,” she supplied. I set the guidelines for the contest, Audrey eager, Mike
nervous. She kneeled down on the other side of him, ignoring the layer of grime crawling out
from underneath the shelf. I gave the count this time. Mike and Audrey synchronized with
elegance, filling the empty spaces, working one-by-one, steady but quick. Audrey shelved
with two hands and passed cans to Mike with the third and emptied their two boxes before
my single box was halfway clear. They high-fived to celebrate like any conventionally-armed
couple would. Mike offered Audrey his hand to help her up,
“That was fun,” Audrey said standing. “Good teamwork.”
“It was,” he echoed. There was a long pause. “Is there anything I can help you find
around the store?”
They walked away like a couple, not yet hand in hand. Thirty minutes later Mike was
gone at midnight, leaving his Friday night purchases behind. I clocked out and left through
the sliding doors. When I stepped outside, it was like breathing fresh air for the first time in
years. I was the polyvinyl pine tree living dark in the storage room, finally taken out of my
sealed cardboard box and set out by the flat screens on Black Friday. My lights shone brighter
than the LEDs on display.
Now that I know you’re out there, I haven’t been able to stop thinking about you. I will
wait for you like a rent-controlled apartment. Any shelves of Fancy Feast at any Wal-Marts
are all the same, but mine was gilded by a mythic hand, which I want to believe is a sign that
there is something else out there waiting for me.
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Bin Laden in Your Back Yard
Rebecca Bendheim

After coming back from the grocery store, Toby set off in search of Osama bin
Laden. He’d been looking at the candy in the grocery store checkout line when he saw the
headline: Bin Laden Could Be in Your Back Yard. It showed a picture of a man with a long,
greying beard and tiny eyes that Toby sketched onto a napkin in the back seat of the car on
the way home. He brought it with him along with a plastic container of his mom’s brownies
and told her he was bringing it over to his neighbor Lacy’s house, just as she had told him to.
He wore his Dad’s big green rain boots, his soccer T-shirt on the black, home-game side, and
his pants with all the pockets.
Toby knew a lot about bin Laden. He knew that he flew a plane into the twin towers in
New York City, and that he must have had superpowers to survive the crash when people who
weren’t even in the plane had died. One of them was Lacy’s Dad, Jim, who was just working
in his office. Lacy’s Dad was a tough guy, but unlike all other Dads, he was always home on
the weekends. He had told Toby, “You can call me Jim,” and always let him get really close to
the stove to make his own pancakes when he stayed at their house when his Mom went away.
He had even taken Toby fishing once, while Lacy and her baby sister Kate watched, squealing
every time they pulled a mealworm out of the container. He had told Toby that he was tired
of all the girls and Toby hoped that he’d proved his manliness just by baiting the hook, even
though he didn’t catch anything. Regardless, he was going to prove it now.
He plodded into the woods behind his house imagining his face on TV, right next
to Bruce Wayne. Maybe he’d even talk to Oprah, just so Mom could see him, since she’d
probably miss him a lot once he was famous. Or maybe he’d throw the first pitch at a
Dodgers game. The Dodgers were the California team, and Dad was always there for
meetings, so Toby thought he might have time to take a break and come watch.
Toby searched first behind a leaf pile, the one that the lawn mowers made, that was
-20-

always way bigger than his own. Sure enough, there he was, Osama bin Laden, right there in
the leaves. He had big muscles and was sitting with his dark, hairy legs sprawled out in front of
him, leaning back against a leaf blower. He wore thick, muddy shorts that were frayed at the
bottom, a grey tank top, and boots even bigger than Toby’s Dad’s. The man’s eyes were thin,
but not angry, and Toby noticed that he must have trimmed his beard since the picture was
taken. Toby thought he must have used a knife, because getting a haircut would have been
way too risky. He told himself to remain calm. He didn’t want to scare him away.
“Are you Osama?” Toby asked, and sat down on the edge of the leaf pile, the mass
of crunchy leaves letting him lean back just enough so it felt like he was pressing the recliner
button on his Dad’s forbidden chair. “Osama bin Laden?”
The man just smiled, small wrinkles forming at the edges of his narrow eyes. Toby’s
fear left him and he looked down at the container of brownies. He was hungry. They were
supposed to be Lacy and Kate’s I’m-sorry-your-Dad’s-dead brownies but Toby didn’t think
the brownies made up for Jim. He thought that Jim would have wanted him to eat one. He
knew that if they were Jim’s brownies, he would share.
“Do you want a brownie?” Toby asked, and held one out to the man, the gooey
chocolate mixing with the dirt beneath his fingernails.
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Francis and Jane and the Years of Pilgrimage
Once, when I was in the second grade, I threw a rock at Ms. Papadakes’ face.
She used to have us all lie down on the carpet after recess while she read a chapter from
a book aloud. Everyone had to close their eyes, and she would put “Six Suites for the
Unaccompanied Cello Preformed by Yo-Yo Ma” into the cassette player. This was supposed
to stimulate our imaginations. I think she just wanted Jimmy Greenwood to calm the hell
down and stop double-dog-daring other students to stick things in the power outlets, but
we all loved it anyway. She would do all these beautiful voices for the different characters.
Our favorite book was B.F.G. by Roald Dahl, because the voice she did for the giant made us
laugh like crazy. You could tell she really loved that giant, and I haven’t heard an imitator since
who could do the character such merciless justice. God, it was so peaceful and happy. One
day I snuck a rock back from recess in my pocket. It was perfectly round, about the size of
a clementine. I sat up slowly while she was reading, and threw it right at her face. She didn’t
need stitches or anything, but it made her cry. I remember all the other kids looking at me.
I could feel their eyes giving my smudge of identity a shape and form. It really was me they
were looking at.
I don’t know why the hell I do stuff like that. I think maybe I have this special power,
where I can see certain parts of the future. I think I knew that it was too perfect, and that one
day I would look back, and be very sad that it’s over.
Anyways, the rest of this story happens a long time later. I was just getting home from
some terrible house party. It was the first night of winter break, and I was tired of high school
and everything else. I locked the door behind me, hoping to suck in the warmth and the quiet
hum of the heater. But I heard something coming from upstairs. A muffled Viva Las Vegas
escaped the crack under Jane’s door. It was 1998, so she must have been nine years old.
Our grandmother had given us an old record player that scratched every rotation,

in sheer spite, after her husband died, and she decided that television, email addresses,
and Rock ‘N’ Roll were the devil’s tools. Jane liked to drag the whole rig, record player and
speakers and all, from out of our living room into her bedroom. She liked to try test out
certain dance moves in private before showing anyone.
I hate that I did this, I really do, but I snuck right up the steps, cracked the door, and
watched her. I could tell you that I wanted to see the whole dance, before she decided some
moves were worthy and others weren’t, but I think I just couldn’t handle it. There she was,
working up a sweat, slipping in her socks on the carpet, and dancing her goddamn heart out. It
made me so happy. Her good moves, the tried-and-true ones, which I knew so well, worked
right in with the ones she made up as she went, some half-decent, and some which were
bound to be scrapped before the final cut.
Jane caught me looking at her through the cracked door, and I felt like I threw a rock
at Ms. Papadakes.
“What are you doing! Get out of my room!” Jane said, lifting the needle off the
record and hurling her tiny body at the door with a surprising amount of force to push it
closed in my face.
“I’m not in your goddamn room,” I said from the other side of the door, playing it as
cool as a six-year-old buckled in with his siblings in the backseat of the family suburban on
hour seven of a Christmas road trip to Florida.
“You were watching me, Francis,” Jane said, the red of her cheeks detectible through
the thickness of the door.
“Listen, Janie, I don’t know why the hell you’d ever think I was watching you make a
fool out of yourself trying to dance, but I have something important I have to say, and if you
open the door I can tell you.”
“You’re such a liar! Why can’t you tell me from out there?”
“Well, Janie, it just so happens it’s confidential. And I don’t want the whole goddamn
neighborhood hearing about it, so if you could let me in, that would just be marvelous.”
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James A. Mentz

“I know you’re lying,” she said, opening the door without looking at me.
“My God, you’re sweaty,” I said, walking right to her bed, and flopping down on my
back. She had one of those small but comfortable beds conducive to staying up past bedtime
to read books about Vikings and the Wild West1. I exhaled, expecting my body to sink through
the mattress.
“You smell like cigarettes,” she told me, pulling Henry the Rabbit from under my limp
left arm, placing him atop my chest, “and don’t put your shoes up on my comforter.”
She paced the room, putting her records into their covers. I draped Henry the
Rabbit’s flaccid body over my eyes to block out the ceiling light.
“I think I’m going out of town for a while,” I said.
“Francis, I am asking nicely, if it’s not too much trouble, could you please put your
shoes some place else?”
“I mean, Jesus, I’ve got to get out here, you know?”
“I expect a postcard,” she said in a grunt, heaving my legs off the edge of the bed.
Sitting up now, holding old Henry the Rabbit with both hands, I looked at Jane, and
trying not to be distracted or delighted by the curl of golden hairs that stuck to the sweat on
her forehead, I told her, “I’m serious. I have some business with Elvis. It’s about time I paid
him a visit.”
“Elvis is dead,” she said.
“I guess you’re right.” I put my feet back up on the goddamn comforter, and she got
so sick of me, she pretended to be curious.
I explained to Jane that there was something I had to tell Elvis anyway, and that just
because someone is dead, it doesn’t mean you shouldn’t tell them something. Jane just stood
there looking at me, listening so intently, I think I started to believe everything I was saying.
These books were invariably read in such a manner that each of the stuffed animals, which composed the considerable
mountain serving temporarily as my pillow, and which were bound to be tucked in now, and through college or marriage or
whatever else, could look on at the pages without feeling left out.

1
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She asked if she could come with me, to Graceland, where Elvis was buried, telling me she
had business, too. “We would be like pilgrims,” she said, “traveling to pay their respects to an
immortal king.” The way she said it, it all seemed vaguely, yet sufficiently, reasonable.
Working out the details took a little finesse, but, by Jane’s declaration, we were
pilgrims, and a pilgrim handles obstacles with upmost grace and honor held high. I don’t want
to say I kidnapped Jane2, but we left that night, twenty miles-per-hour over the speed limit,
out of Houston, in my trusty sand-colored Tahoe with the passenger door that only opened
from the outside3.
“Did you know that at one time, before people were around, the stars were just
random?” Jane said, a blanket draped over her to serve the purpose of a changing room. We
were on a two-lane highway, halfway to Nacogdoches. She poked her head out from under
the blanket, and held her balled up pajamas in one hand. “Stars were just random spots in
the sky, but then, something amazing happened. People came around with all these stories
of Gods and giants, and the stars became all these wonderful things. There were all these
powerful warriors and beasts—a great big battle frozen right above us. And all the sudden,
we could navigate the seas. That’s the North Star, right there.” She pointed to a spot above
the horizon with her free hand. “That’s the same North Star the ancient Greeks used to find
themselves if they were lost.”
I couldn’t see it. I’ve always had really terrible eyesight. I knew it was up there, but
the profanity of all that darkness swallowed up every speck of light. There was nothing. Just
dried up cattle farms, long and flat and dead as the pavement. Staring at one spot for so
long, I could feel my consciousness spread out across the empty sky, becoming so diffuse in
the process, I was afraid I might not be able to fasten it to my physical being when the sun
came up. I felt so goddamn lonely all of the sudden. I kept listening for the sound of Jane’s
2
3

I left a note, after all.
I left a goddamn note.
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breathing, but I couldn’t hear anything. She was completely still under the blanket. Only her
face poked out into the blue, crooked light from the illuminated buttons of the radio. I kept
trying to detect some movement; the rising and falling of her chest, or even just the little
way her nostrils dilate and contract with each breath, in and out. It struck me that she might
actually be dead. I was going to wake her, to make sure she was alive and all, but I kept driving,
trying to keep myself from thinking, because I was tired of thinking, and Jane looked kind of
nice like that, anyway.
Jane woke up at 4:42 in the morning, when I stopped at a gas station in Texarkana.
When I got back in the car, she was holding a crayon from her pencil box in the air in front of
her face.
“What color is it?” Jane asked. She had already started breathing heavily in
preparation for my humorously pitiful answer.
“Blue?”
“It’s called wild blue yonder,” Jane said, wide-eyed, coming every inch of my face for
the appropriate amounts of astonishment and joy. That just knocked me out. I was laughed so
hard all the sudden, Jane asked me what was wrong.
“It’s just, wild blue yonder is a hell of a color,” I said.
“Yeah,” Jane smiled. “One hell of a color.”
Jane fell back asleep, holding the crayon, about five minutes after we got back onto
the highway.
When the sun had risen, Jane was sitting with one leg propped up, protecting
the contents of her sketchbook from my vision. She was working on a colorful drawing
or something until we stopped for breakfast in a charming cinderblock diner outside of
Memphis. Jane had to go to the bathroom, and I think the bones of my ass were beginning
to poke through my jeans. Inside the diner, after Jane got out of the bathroom, the toothless
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bus-lady/hostess showed us to a greasy booth serving as an alter to the framed photograph
of a beekeeper hanging above it, with the caption, “All Abuzz4.”
I ordered a coffee, two fried eggs, link sausage, and toast. Jane got a blueberry waffle,
which hung off the edges of her plate, and a tall glass of milk. The coffee was gritty and too
hot, but Jane took her coat off, and she had this yellow dress on, with little red apples or
flowers or something, and she kept smiling and talking to herself, or maybe to the little lump
of butter that was melting slowly under the hot maple syrup.
“Do you think Mom is worried about us?” Jane asked me, looking up from her waffle.
I said I thought she probably was. My mother became very nervous after she
miscarried what would have been my younger brother, and then a different time, the thing
that would have been Jane’s twin. I suggested we give her a call after breakfast to let her know
we had made it to Memphis. That made Jane feel better, and she ate the whole goddamn
waffle, quietly, yet perceptibly proud of not getting a drop of syrup on her dress. I polished off
my third cup of coffee and asked Jane to wait at the table while I went outside for a cigarette.
I left her money to pay and leave a nice tip.
I found a particularly inviting curb outside the diner, a couple parking spots away from
the door so none of the smoke would bother anyone going in or coming out. It was not very
cold for December, so I kept my coat folded on my lap and watched a dove hop around the
sunny parking lot, pecking at what might have been a forgotten chili-cheese hot dog. I could
hear Jane through the window, speaking to the youngest of a long line of hairy-lipped diner
waitresses.
“Here you go, ma’am, and by the way, what might you consider a nice tip?”
“Oh, sweetheart, a couple of bucks is just fine!” You could hear high school
graduation pictures of various grandchildren rattling around in the lady’s pockets.
Jane asked if there was a phone around she could borrow.
4
This seems especially worth mentioning as I am currently admiring Jane’s colored-pencil reproduction of the photograph as
it hangs comfortably among other holy relics and scribbled words of makeshift prophets on the tack-board above my desk.
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A quick hour passed as we drove into Memphis. I put on an Elvis CD, Aloha from
Hawaii Via Satellite, which put old Janie in a better mood, and following billboards and
a brochure we picked up from a gas station, we approached Graceland. Jane had her
sketchbook out again. She was working on what I could now see was a letter. I didn’t read
anything. I just loved the way her handwriting receded in size at she drew toward the edge of
the page. Every hopelessly crooked line, the letters got smaller and more crowded as they
approached their end, as if clinging to each other as they got pushed, one by one, off a cliff.
Jane added the finishing touches, carefully ripped the page along the perforated edge, and
folded it an entirely unnecessary amount of times, stuffing the whole mess into her coat
pocket.
The estate, Elvis’ home, was at the top of a hill. You could see it from the street,
driving toward the parking lot. For some reason, a big ball of nerves settled down to my
stomach, and by the time we pulled into the lot, I could feel the ball beginning to unravel
and crawl up my throat. I thought it was because I hadn’t slept all night, or I drank too much
coffee, but Jane felt it too. She said she could feel Elvis in the air.
Big, 20-year-old speakers bolted to the light posts piped Stranger in the Crowd into
the parking lot, which I ought to mention, was completely empty. We walked to the ticket

booth to get a couple of tickets for the estate tour we had seen in the brochure. Jane was
excited to see all the Cadillacs and the Lisa Marie (Elvis’ private plane, which was named after
his daughter, and had, appropriately, a king-sized bed inside). There was single sheet of copy
paper in place of an attendant at the booth, with the words: “We are closed.” crudely written,
with a curious combination of capitalized and lowercase letters.
I thought it was weird that the whole operation would shut down during such a big
time for tourism. The gift shops were filled with blinking neon lights, and huge clock-faces
with Elvis’ arm as a minute hand ticked in every window, giving the area a false impression of
life. Peering in toward one of the shops to investigate, Jane thought she saw a man inside,
looking back at us. But it was just my reflection, and I had to make myself take big breaths of
the plastic air to convince myself the whole area hadn’t sunk under water.
“Where are we going?” Jane asked, following me past the abandoned imitations of
50’s diners, and across Elvis Presley Boulevard.
On the other side of an unimpressively chained-off driveway was the Graceland
Mansion. I figured we could just take a peek around the Meditation Garden, where Elvis’
grave had been ever since someone tried to dig up his body, presumably to restore with
alchemy. My legs felt weak from sitting in the car for too long, and now that we were away
from the music, I could hear fluid creaking around the empty space in my head.
We ducked right under the chain, past an empty guard booth, and continued up the
driveway.
“Francis, there’s nowhere to hide on the whole hill,” Jane whispered.
“Look, there’s no one in sight. You don’t need to worry.”
“Someone could see us from all the way down on the road.” Her pace quickened to
a jog, and I had to take long steps to keep up. She kept looking up in the trees. “There are
probably security cameras, too.”
Jane ran off the path to cut through the grass, and I had to run to close the distance
between us. “Would you just stop for a minute?” I said, but Jane broke into a sprint. I sort
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Five minutes passed. The dove lost interest in the hot dog. Jane walked out of the
diner with her blue coat on over her yellow dress, apathetically unwrapping a peppermint she
nabbed from the little table by the door. Her hair kept blowing in her face.
“Mom says you ought to be psychoanalyzed,” she said, sitting down, knees together,
next to me.
“How is she, anyway?”
“She says you ought to be psychoanalyzed because you behave irrationally,” Jane
repeated.
“Did she at least sound well on the phone?”

of got scared all the sudden. It felt very wrong to be left in the open without her. I chased
her. I kept trying to grab her dress, to keep her close to me, but I couldn’t do it. Jane could
run pretty fast for her age, and I was in awful shape, to be honest. I was coughing so much I
could hardly breathe, and she kept turning around, looking so terrified, like someone might be
chasing us.
We made it to a stone footpath to the right of the mansion, hidden from the view of
road. My head was spinning, and I was still trying to catch my breath between violent coughs.
Huge windows hung with great weight above me. I felt like I was in a dark aquarium, but there
were no fish anywhere, just massive tanks of water all around me. Jane was looking at the
estate tour brochure, which was unfolded to a cartoonish map.
“We go right down here, behind the pool,” Jane said in a hushed voice, with way more
hand gestures than anyone would ever need.
“That’s where the King is.” I whispered partly to spare my breath, and partly for the
sake of being sneaky.
We sort of crouch-jogged along the path toward the sound of one of those cheesy
fountains with the cherubs spitting up water. On the other side of a black metal gate, no
higher than waist-level, the Meditation Garden was really more of a poolside patio, converted
into a little cemetery. The air was still and quiet except for the fountain and a few chipping
starlings in the trees.
I helped Jane climb the gate, and pulled my own body over in a manner similar to
a lizard pulling itself from a sunny slab of rock after drinking in a hardly satisfying amount
of exothermic lifeblood. The garden seemed almost surreal. Above me, little white clouds
floated aimlessly, and dragonflies dotted lines across the sky. Flowers popped into the air
from every bush.
My chest was tight from exercise-induced asthma and the aforementioned
cigarettes, and I still felt dizzy from all the running, so I sat down on a cement bench shaded
by the curling vines of a trellis.
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Jane stood before the centerpiece of four brass gravestones. I left her alone for a
while. From behind her, it was hard to tell, but I think her mouth was moving. I kept watching
the little bit of her jaw I could see, just barely moving up and down. My skin was itching
everywhere. I think my body started to grow all of the sudden. And everything in the world
grew in exactly the same proportion, so not much was different, really. But the real me
couldn’t fill the space taken up by my physical body. I kept picturing birds swooping down,
pecking out bits of my flesh, and leaving behind eggs filled with gray fluid in all the holes. I
seemed to be slowly fading out, like a shadow when a cloud passes over the sun.
Jane’s mouth kept moving like she was telling Elvis something very important. She
placed the folded paper from her coat pocket at the foot of his grave, and cried gently,
without sound. I managed to stand up and put my arm, full of holes, around her shoulder. I
saw a kind of shrine sitting right next to her note. It was a black and white photograph of Elvis,
adorned in roses, with small red letters written across it that said,
“Long Live the King.
Steffi and Jörge
Honeymoon, Germany.”
Jane buried her face into my chest and hugged me, her tears burning through my
shirt. We both cried like that for while. I tried to think of something happy to say to Elvis,
but I kept thinking about those Germans, Steffi and Jörge, coming all the way here on a
honeymoon. I guess I knew that anything worthy of telling Elvis was already there, in that
folded up note by the shrine.
After a few minutes, Jane and I left the garden, and walked down the hill toward the
parking lot, holding hands. The sleepless night caught up with me, and I found it difficult to
place each step.
Jane stopped me when we got to the chained-off gate. She was about to cry again,
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telling me she didn’t want to leave. I looked back up at the hill and saw the path we had worn
into the grass our way up.
“Do you see that?” I asked her, pointing up at the sky. “You know what color that is?”
Jane tilted her head up, and didn’t answer.
“That’s the wild blue yonder, Jane. That’s the unexplored—the frontier. It’s in every
direction as long as you keep looking up. Somehow I know that you and I have several more
pilgrimages to make, and so we cannot spare any more time for this one. Do you see that
path we made in the grass? That’s a special kind of path. That kind of path remains distinct for
many years, Jane.”
I looked toward Elvis’s grave, and with all the devotion I could muster, I spoke.
“The surface of the Earth, Jane—the surface of the Earth is soft and easily influenced
by determined feet.”
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The Bridge
Owen Akeley

My parents laid out the trail map on the counter of our condo’s kitchenette. They
pored over it, looking for the perfect route. We had blocked out most of our Wednesday for a
new hike.
“How about this one? A waterfall would be cool,” said my father.
My mother shook her head. “Waterfall, yes. That hike, no. Too short.”
My sister scowled.
“There’s another waterfall here.” My father placed a long finger somewhere in the
green, papery expanse. “What if we saw them both?”
“Two waterfalls?” My mom looked over the map skeptically.
“Two waterfalls!” I beamed up towards my father.
“Why not?” My mother shrugged.
After breakfast, we packed the map, snacks, and water into two backpacks, hopped in
my father’s old Nissan, and headed north on New Hampshire Route 302. Our destinations
were Ripley Falls and Arethusa Falls. Though each came complete with its own distinct
parking lot and short trail to lead even the most casual of hikers to the watery spectacle, there
was one steep and narrow path that connected the two cascades, jutting off from both access
trails and winding through the expanse of White Mountain forest between them. As the crow
flew, and as the map indicated, the two falls laid roughly three miles apart. We parked in the
lot closer to Arethusa, setting out just before noon.
Arethusa Falls sends the constant flow of Bemis Brook over a 140-foot drop of
mostly vertical, layered granite. We stopped for thirty or so minutes at the base, ate some
granola bars, and let the spray from the rocks bathe our faces in cool stream water. We tried
not to linger, as the true hike lay before us en route to Ripley. The path was peaked and
challenging, but I pushed on at the front of our clan of four. I made it a game, avoiding the
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dirt of the forest floor and stepping only on rocks and roots. My father walked steadily close
behind me, his big frame not quite nimble enough to play my game but plenty strong enough
to keep up with my pace. Most of the mountainous hike took us up and down, over endless
hills and mountains and valleys. We did not discover until after our journey that aerial maps
of New Hampshire State Parks only indicate lateral distance between points, not elevation
changes. To my nine-year-old frame, three lateral miles began to feel a lot more like thirty.
My sister started dragging her feet first. She was 17 months older and a good five
inches taller than me, but she was loosing steam faster than anyone. Even from my place at
the front, I could feel her waning energy weighing the family down with every step. Three
painstaking hours later we arrived at the second cascade. Shorter and more gradually inclined,
Ripley Falls amounted to a spectacular letdown after the odyssey we had undergone to reach
it. Still, it served as a place to rest our bones. But my sister did not want to rest. She wanted
to stop. So fervent was her griping that my parents devised a compromise. We would cut the
hike short, aiming for the nearby Ripley parking lot.
When we finally spilled out from the rocky loam path onto sunbaked blacktop, all
four of us were visibly exhausted. My sister’s discomfort seemed to infect us all. I pined
for a nap on the starchy sheets of the trundle bed back at the condo. However, we faced a
predicament.
“Where’s the car?” asked my mother.
“It’s not here,” said my father.
“Where is it?”
“At the other lot. The Arethusa lot.”
“Oh. Right.”
My sister put her foot down: she would go no further. My mother stayed with her to
keep watch. My father and I would retrieve the vehicle. Parallel to the road that connected
the two parking lots was a train track. According to our map, the railway was the fastest route
from point A to point B, and we could assume it was relatively flat. The track was not meant

for foot traffic, but it would have to do. Together with my father, I struggled back to my feet
from my seat on the shaded soil flanking the parking lot. We set out again around four.
“I know you’re tired, buddy, but we have to be careful.”
My father instructed me to stay outside of him, between the tracks and the tree line.
“What if a train comes?”
“Then we get out of the way.”
“Okay.
The two of us were a mile or so down the tracks when we came to the bridge. It
spanned the valley formed beneath a granite formation known as Frankenstein Cliff. The
gorge that extended below the bridge was deep and wooded, with no footpath in sight. It took
us only a moment to understand that we had no way under and no way around. We had to
cross the bridge.
“I don’t know about this, Dad.” My legs shook with weariness and fear.
The bridge curved ever so slightly around the mountain and out of sight, and though
we could see not see the other side, my father ensured me we would make it there safely. He
squeezed my hand as we took our first steps onto the wooden slats that supported the metal
rails. Like a treacherous crosswalk, each two planks flanked an empty space, a window into the
White Mountain forest below. Slowly at first, then briskly, we stepped and stepped onto each
beam, my father now matching my footfalls from behind. I kept my eyes on my hiking boots,
carefully plotting my progress and disregarding the ground below as it fell further and further
away down into the valley. My steps felt heavy, my legs exhausted. I pushed on, step by step.
“Hey buddy. Stop for a second.”
I looked up, freezing in place. My young mind raced through the scene of a train
barreling down the track towards us, forcing us to jump into the plunging forest below or
simply to hunker down and face the end together. But no. Not today.
I looked back at my father, who had placed two feet on two planks, straddling
the abyss below, eyes upward. I shifted my own feet and followed his gaze. Before us laid
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everything: endless blue sky beyond cloud-covered mountaintops, a sea of rich green forest
laced with river valleys and fresh-faced granite cliffs like the one that loomed over our heads.
It was Mother Nature in all her mind-numbing, mid-summer beauty. The golden glow of the
setting sun shone on our pale, freckled faces.
“Take a second, O. Let this sink in.”
I stood straddling my own two slats. From side to side, I could see neither end of the
bridge on which we stood. Before us lay three hundred and sixty unadulterated degrees of my
New England home at its very finest. For those few moments, I did not think of oncoming
trains or rotten planks or lost balance or my mom and sister never seeing us again. I did not
think of the miles we had come or the miles ahead. On that bridge, I saw beauty like I had
never seen it before, and I let it sink in.
My father leaned over and picked something up with his big, careful hands. He
stepped over the three or so planks between us and extended his hand towards me. In it sat a
railroad spike. Dull and rusted, the spike sat heavy in my boyish hands. Dozens more just like
it lay locked into place all around us, binding the lusterless track to its rickety wooden braces.
But not this one. This one was mine.
“You got a pocket in those shorts?”
I nodded.
“Good. Hold onto that.” My father swept his arms out wide. “And remember this.”
I took one last furtive gaze at the world above and below, slipped the heavy totem into
a secure pocket, and took my next step.
When we finally reached the other side, hearts still beating, we found a dirt berm
packed over the metal rails. The track, once used exclusively for a scenic railway car, was out
of service. The bridge held no real danger. Half an hour later we were at the car. We gathered
the girls and made it home just in time to collect the delivery pizza mother my mom had
ordered during her wait. We could barely lift the slices to our mouths before we succumbed
to our exhaustion and napped away the rest of the evening.
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At our house in Massachusetts, atop the small bedside table in my room, among the
drink coasters and tangle of charging cables, sits one hefty, metal railroad spike. To this day,
instead of its dull, russet surface, I see in it a world of color. I can feel the fresh breeze and
the warm sun on my face from that fateful day, while at the same time recalling the utter
exhaustion and the lingering fear that I fought through all the way across bridge. As I’ve
grown, my body has become stronger and the spike has become smaller and smaller in my
hands. Yet, every time I lift it, I am surprised at its weight.
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Revisionist Histories
Angelica Lasala

Your folks are navigating the U.S. and this equally terrifying thing called parenthood as total
rookies. Your Lola Mama visits the States every other summer and you ask lots of questions
about the place her children left behind. Your folks and Lola Mama work with versions of what
they know, simplified and cinematized for an audience they want to keep naïve as long as they
can. Your bedtime stories double as infomercials for The American Dream™:

Davao, 1940s. A woman, barely 20, plays a piano recital. Her husband is somewhere in
Bataan, sewing up the wounds of a world war. The woman runs through her songs every
morning, runs her fingers over rosary beads at night. There are Japanese soldiers at this
piano recital. The woman’s husband survived the death march, evaded the statistic: roughly
20,000 Filipino countrymen massacred at the hands of the Imperial Japanese Army. She
doesn’t miss a note. This is the power of prayer, see — both came out of the war alive.
Taal, 1960s. Kids, rowdy with cousins for best friends, pull pranks on the elders. Each others’
keepers and accomplices, these cousins do time by kneeling on rice all afternoon. They sleep
next door at the Agoncillo House, an historical building left under their family’s care. The first
Philippine flag was made there. Elders warn their kin that the place is haunted. The kids don’t
listen. They play catch with the head bust of a dead man. The dead man does not let them
sleep. From this, the kids, the cousins, foolish, realize: Obedience is the antidote to I told you
so.
Wrigleyville, 1988. A newly married couple with two MD degrees struggles to make ends
meet. Neither spouse can secure a hospital residency due to discrimination so covert it’s
practically invisible. So they make do: They deliver Chinese take-out, no tips guaranteed;
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they transcribe patient records on cassette tape, five dollars per chart. The lesson here is
that if you pull yourself up from your bootstraps, you’ll come out of it years later a bona fide
immigrant success, with two clinics, a house in the suburbs, and a story like this to call yours.
These, of course, are revisionist histories — melanin-tinged Aesop’s fables from a more
immediate long ago, from lands less abstract than that proverbial far, far away.
You’re a first-generation, American-born, hyphenated-since-birth kid. You grew up on
stories like this, grew up believing in the ancestral mythos and neatly packaged virtue these
stories sold.
But here’s the secret: Every story you’ve ever heard and will ever hear is a carefully edited
draft.

Nashville, 2014. You are depressed and it feels like everything in your body is just shy of
hurting, paralyzed but not quite numb, like your back won’t move and your legs won’t move
and your arms tingle like they’re half asleep and your mind is denying you the satisfaction
or catharsis of saying you’re hurting. Pain is sharp and specific and has a location. You can
tell people there is pressure pushing against your temples or that your hamstrings are tense.
People get upset for reasons — they’re grieving a loss, they’re angered over injustice, they’re
stressed because of work. Unlike depression, pain operates on a familiar logic. What, then, is
the moral punchline?
You fancy yourself a bad guy and you don’t want the bad guy to win, but the Catch-22 is that
you’re both the protagonist and antagonist here. The part where you contemplate suicide,
shaking, underneath a college dorm-issued desk, and the other part where you try to give
yourself hypothermia walking down West End Ave. without a coat — those are momentous.
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The other stuff is really quite boring. It is blankets and laundry and things that don’t end up in
good stories. It is dusk without sunset. Clouds with no rain to kiss under.
You are depressed and you learn that it is human tendency to fast-forward through the
painful bits, skim past the internal dialogue, gloss over cacophonic heartsongs with throwaway
phrases:

you could call it a rough patch, I guess
yeah, that was really hard
xyz was positively heartbreaking
These transitions are convenient — they’re succinct and dismissive and shut down questions
like:

how did those rough patches weather you
& in what ways did that hardness harden you
& what did the mending entail
before anyone has a chance to ask.
Two summers ago, you saw your great-uncle Leo for the last time.

Malate, 2013. When you think of Christmas Day, you think of his house: two-storied, clean
but lived-in, a dusty chandelier with missing strings of dangling glass, linoleum floor yellowed
the way teeth yellow. He and your Lola Mama were two siblings of twelve, so the house
was loud and full with three generations’ worth of broken English, broken Tagalog, and the
pitter-patter of children too young to pay any mind to language. The savory-sweet scent of
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pancit, lechon, kare kare, caldereta, and flan mixed with sweat and that tinny smell that clings
to people when they spend too much time outside. You remember, here, the way perfume
married odor. The way you inhaled and knew you were home. Fuck pine trees and tinsel —
this was the Lord’s hottest birthday bash.
You visited in the thick of a humid July, the hour almost-night. It felt like the opposite of
Christmas. The lights were mostly off and everything looked greyer, as though all the livedinness of the place was buried by dust. No one had sat in those couches or chairs for months.
The museum-like chill of the place weighed heavy.

Oh, it’s so sad, Tita Divs said, preparing you and your dad and your other Titas and Titos for
what you were about to see. What she meant to say was that we were visiting a relic of a
once-hearty man in his relic of a once-hearty home.
Lying on a mattress covered by stained sheets was a skeleton covered by skin. A raggedy tank
top with a Mother Mary medallion pinned to it draped across the bones. Across the room
sat a wife in a wheelchair, facing the other way. They had both gone blind and ceased to care
whether or not they were facing each other.
Uncle Leo did not speak so much as labor sound out of what exhale he had left:

Is … that … you … Steve?
Christie?
Divina?
Noel?
Angelica?
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Your Jewish uncle likened the sight to Auchwitz. It was the first time you had ever seen him
cry. Your Tita Christie sobbed in disbelief that this was the same man who used to carry two
nieces or nephews on each arm during playtime when she was little. She fashioned anger out
of dismay and pleaded why didn’t we do more to the heavens and all of us.
The story goes that Uncle Leo’s will to live went with his eyesight. The story goes that he died
a month after that visit and his wife died three months after that. The story goes that they are
buried in the family mausoleum and will forever be facing each other. You are depressed and
learning to be more honest with yourself and that starts here, with this story, with its lack of
clean maxims. The story went and continues to go:

how do those rough patches weather you
& in what ways does that hardness harden you
& what does the mending entail
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They Brought with Them
Lydia Yousief

To my Mama and Baba
And to all Egyptians in Diaspora

They brought with them Oum Kalthoum on worn tapes—the ones that they had
carried there were no use because the Mother of the Arabs was everywhere, but where they
were going, their Mother wouldn’t be. Some had to wait, though, to bring her, and instead
carried her within their steps to the DMV, to the factory, to the hotel, to their apartments, to
the Church. “Oum Kalthoum sang hymns, you know.”
They brought with them God—inshAllah, they would say when their children were
born in a foreign land. InshAllah, what I find strange, you will find familiar, yet we will be one—
inshAllah. It was the wish they hoped could bind them to their offspring. They carried God in
their hearts and said, “Yes, we do not speak the same language, child, nor do we understand
each other’s ways—but we love God and inshAllah is always on our lips.” Did you know that
the Muslim and Christian says this? But here, in America, no one believes in God.
They brought with them sugar canes long and sweet to remind them, but mostly to
teach the babes what they had always known. They brought with them dates so firm, but the
children rejected those, asking for chips instead.
During Nairouz, they brought with them yellow dates, but told the children, “In
Egypt, they are not so. In Egypt, dates are red on the outside, symbolizing the blood of the
martyrs, and white on the inside to show the purity of those who die for Christ. Yet through
all their torment, the martyrs, like the dates, are firm with a strong, single pit and that is the
Holy Spirit. But in America, these yellow dates are not so.” They will have to do, though. They
will have to do.
They brought with them salutations of peace and received howdy in return.
They brought with them tears as they landed on American soil. “I am free, child, I am
free.” The customs officer, pale and blond, shoving the immigrant along. “Sankis you,” says
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the immigrant, dreaming of a fertile land of milk and honey.
They brought with them incense and shoriahs and said, “For God to give me blessing.
May the Church grow tenfold.” They drove their children to Church, but would rush to work
without praying, bringing home the money for their first house; and when that first house
came, they called on the Abouna to bless it before they settled. “This is what is right, so
that my labor is not in vain.” They brought candles and icons to fill these houses to convince
themselves this was home.
They brought with them salted fish in barrels to save for six months until Shem el
Nesem. “See how resourceful your mother is, Dodi. I am Egyptian.”
They brought with them green Bibles with Arabic calligraphy—a twin to the Quran,
so as to mingle—and they opened it to keep pictures of their family back home hidden in the
caverns within and newspaper articles of bombings and persecution. “Forgive them,” says the
child. “I will not,” says the Egyptian. “They have uprooted me from my land, tossed me in the
wind for others to grab and molest. Do you understand? I cannot return to my home.”
They brought with them stories of a life abused and never would they cease to tell.
In the market, they would start the tale of the merchant who looked at the butcher’s wife
inappropriately, but Americans are not so. At night, when all was quiet in suburbia, they
remembered their mothers who cleaned through the night to go to work in the morning while
their fathers wept over their fate; tears and dusting, that is what they heard all the way in
America before their eyes shut. When their kids climbed the yellow bus to go to school and
learn the language of white men, they remembered the cross that they hid underneath their
shirts and the Quran classes they were required to take; at the bus stop, they would recite a
Quranic verse in memory of a time spent wandering.
They brought with them bridal magazines in Arabic plastered with European models,
and diplomas whose value became nothing somewhere over the Atlantic, and brides lusting
for American life away from their names back home, and strong coffee in small cups while
they played backgammon, and belly dancers to remember home even though Abouna

objected, and falafel and mangoes and feta cheese, and money to last only weeks but hope to
last another generation of separated souls.
They brought with them gold bracelets laced in diamonds. “It’s cheaper in Egypt.”
They put the gold on their sons who came home and said, “Men don’t wear jewelry, Mama”
in broken Arabic, and they would frown, placing the gold back in their cases. It’s a different
world here, Mama would mutter, hoping for the moment when her kids would return to her
and her people.
But they missed something on the way. Of all the things brought with them to make
America home, to stabilize themselves, to sedate themselves, they had forgotten to take a
step back and say, “I am home.” They forgot their selves who waited on a corner in Egypt,
attached to the sea and sand and dust of a land they could now only dream of.
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Art
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Isaballa Clark
Hella

paint on photograph
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Chelsea Velaga

everyone i’ve ever kissed (i)
collage
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Chloe Johnson

Only Golden-Plated
photography
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Ross Nicol

Bus Stop in New Delhi
Concession Stand in Varanasi
photography
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Taylor Stewart

Coupe de Foudre

shibori indigo hand-dyed fabrics and African mud cloth
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Jenn Li

Chao Zhou, China 2013
photography
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Julia Ordog
Belly Up
(S)he

photography
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David Brandon

Mother’s: Spotted Shirt
photography
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Lili Valcarenghi
Disabused

oil on canvas
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Justine Kaemmerlen
Untitled

photography
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David Brandon
Sliced Lemon
photography
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Bella Jones

Carnelian Feels

carnelian, raw shell, Quartz, pink calcite, amber, 14K goldfill chain
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Michelle Shang
Synthesis

digital painting
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Diana Zhu
Suspended
oil on canvas
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Vibhu Krishna
Life Support

glass blown heart, medical equipment
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James A. Mentz

In the Style of Egon Schiele
drawing
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Shelby Sanford
Untitled

photography
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Joshua Forges
Input: AUtput

mixed media sculpture
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Beauty Queen
Ross Nicol

Dark Full Ride

Multimedia Selections

Julia Wolfe
Performed by Rashaad Greene,
Tony Kirk, Liam Underwood, and
Clark Hubbard

http://vanderbiltreview.com/multimedia-featured-in-review-2016

Wealth Sound

Matthew Abraham

Gold

Rose Thompson
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Poetry
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Dickinson’s Garden
To Sear a Landscape

Ariana Yeatts-Lonske

In vain, do strive (though scarce contrive) my words to sculpt an afternoon,
But make no haste to interlace the hues of its soft temperament.
And all the while, still do compile those golden rays of sunlight strewn
Like gilded skies across my thighs; of this, my pen is ignorant.
Like bitter seeds in callous earth: aching, writhe my scraps of prose.
And deep down there, hardly aware of their infertile impotence,
Still do compile (all the while) those banal tropes dull minds compose
(A fool with ink, I only think to crowd a page with common sense).
It happens, though, (look at Thoreau!) that people sit in solitude
To capture there, with thorough care: the tints of autumn, e’er dispersed.
Still, all the while, though I compile the details of those leaves imbued
With bold pastels, I find the swell of life reflected poor in verse.
Of trusted quill and lauded still, those well-penned, oft heard rhymes of old
Cannot, alas, fulfill this task: to sear a landscape black and gold.

She tends to the figs and hollyhock,
vines and daffodils,
snipping a root of foxglove
for her mother’s heart, marigold for her
own eyes, sore and sensitive to sun.
Feverfew for the headaches that accompany visitors.
Purple hyacinth to press and send
to Susan with the next letter.
From these rows, she can gaze upon the graveyard—
when Death stops, finally,
for her, she already knows
she wants lilacs on the casket,
evergreen boughs on the tomb.
In her greenery, there are cures for everything
except the cold that no fire can warm,
the curious feeling of the top of the head
being taken off.
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Emily Meffert

Pain is elemental

“come back, dreamer”

Perry Belcher

Jules Wilson

Pain is elemental
It has fundamental parts
Atomic—Chemical—
Wishes cannot make it—depart—

We’re both running around a spinning globe
always looking for a road not taken
to travel to, but when a hand comes
to shake the world to a stop,
we don’t know which risk to take
because where are you going and
where have you been
don’t apply to freshman dreamers like us.

Instead—try being mechanical—
Grease your gears and turn on
Autopilot, drifting into the Milky Way.
Accept—Freezing—Alone—
Slow and steady—the stars don’t realize—
The astronaut in the craft
Whose heart has detached—metallized—
pretending it doesn’t hurt.
His face golden from peering
into the nearest sun.
His tears float upwards as he thinks,
“What can I do? What have I done?”
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We’ve become glowing, golden spheres,
no bridge of force to connect us anymore.
Concrete footsteps scared you away,
a permanent heartbeat sent into disarray.
A forest of black birds hung over us,
flying the same path from northern graveyards
to southern dusk. The risk of staying still
became too much for the escape artist, so you
detached yourself from the harness
and threw yourself to the wolves.
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McPherson Square
Madeline Goetz

this is where rats belong—
slick suits greasy gray and feet flighty—
politicians. wheeling dealing
waiting for the train in a crevice beneath the street,
no light to expose their motives, yet no
place to hide in the burnt rubber crawl space

If you see an unattended bag or suspicious behavior, report it!
Learn more about University of Phoenix, America’s Premier For-Profit
University.
we accelerate but abruptly decelerate,
fighting back nausea on the train that takes us to a white hill—
white, because we own the media that warps every stain
into the white you see and in God we
trust nobody in this rat race

No smoking, please. No fumar, por favor.
Newsies at National Theatre: “They delivered the papers, until they made the
headlines.”
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avoid your reflection and maybe you’ll get some sleep at
night has a way of blanketing the sins of the
day after day in this lightless tunnel where
nobody really reads the paper

Like all sleep aids, LunestaTM comes with some risk of dependency.
Just Do It. Live Más. America Runs on Dunkin’.
everyday greeted by gilded statues
of those who once rode the same shrieking train—
that hellish burning smell will never leave our offices

You are not alone. Call 1(800)273-8255 for immediate assistance.
Devices with sound must be used with headphones at all times.
there can’t be any progress made on a platform of lies
but who is lying? Certainly not I

Travel the world with Smithsonian!
Doors closing. Step back. Doors closing. Step back.
it is easy to blame a faceless beast.
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the touch

Lee Schmidt
i am not a girl
who knows
how to make a good
wish. i am greedy.
my hungry little
heart
keeps gnashing its teeth
at the sight
of you, golden
and gleaming and wildly
out of my
reach.
i have made an idol
out of you,
the way your freckles
look like inlaid copper
on your jaw.
if you’d only let me,
i would scrape my knees
bloody
to worship
at your feet.
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but now, i think i know
how Midas felt—
the aftermath of the reckless
wish, the heavy-handed
hangover
after being wasted
and reckless
on desire.
oh, priceless boy,
i made you into gold
but you never belonged
to me.
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Links

all we’ve yet to unearth, we know

S. H. Pedigo
I
I wonder who
saw it first,
the dust, thought
it must be something worthwhile,
equal to time and black-lunged heaving.
Was it the harvest—
the thrum of rustling stalks
breezy and flirtatious,
falling against the other,
a chaff-strong promise of
full silo-stomachs.
Maybe it was the way
the waterfalls cried at her hair,
its swish-flicks of resilience
swaying long and glinting
a dare for you to upbraid it.
Really, it could’ve been something as simple as the sun.
Raising scalps with tingles of grass in squinting heat,
it sets in harbors of hunger and skin cancer. Wrinkling,
we follow. Guided by hyper-wave colors and
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whatever it means to you,
gold is worth something.
II
The belief that lead
could one day be gold too sinks
and soon we’re staring downwards
at the Temple Mount’s minaret, a sweaty point reflecting
the same burn that reaped crowns from dead bodies,
conquest sprawling from westward destiny,
saloon-towns sifting into states.
ties us deeper to
gilt tunnels, mountainous change,
the pulse of the world as it sits on top,
a never-ending supply of mortar
to grind ourselves up in.
Even I am pliable,
lace myself with
this circle-chain logic, to
my grandmother’s necklace,
that polished tradition—
something gold is worth
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First Mentionings of Future Wife
Nile Freeman

Your legs straddle the maple planks
of my flat’s only dresser, spotted blue dress slipping
The tinkered heater rattles awake

further.

has made you a bit uneasy. The simple
truth is this: the sins of the father don’t end with
the father. Chaos behaves in cycles. Back to the cold
pillow,

& I watch you apply gloss in the mirror
your eyes digging back into themselves.
- I saw love last summer

shirtless & too hungry to move from these crisp
sheets, I knew this would happen:
our constant dance. I’m staring at your lips,

on a research trip to Luzon. The well
builder’s son had been missing for six days.
On the seventh we heard the old man’s wails

searching for a sign, some attempt at more than passion.
“I bet she’ll have thick calves
& be great with kids. Then

through the streets. They call it the Headhunter’s rage;
the rebuttal after the act.
We crave the violence to release the pain-

you’ll be happy.”
We take long baths
in the afternoon, too bored
with the world to venture down paths

I want to tell you to relax.
The unfamiliar bustle below the window
of secrets & changing tracks
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we will quit tomorrow.
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Moonlight
Katie Gillett

Mountains tower below, sparkling white,
as I climb slowly onto the empty throne.
The wind wraps me in its frozen embrace
and whispers secrets in my ear.

“patience”
Jules Wilson

It is on rare occasion that I let the surgeon’s hand
take knife and precision to my naked chest.
I tend to wake up mid-surgery and demand
that they sew me back up.
I will admit, I’m a stubborn patient,
but I’d like to let them complete the operation.
I want to dip my heart in gold and watch
as the coating starts to break apart,
right over where the cracks in the pavement
have always been.

But there is nothing else.
---She wanders alone through the sky;
even the stars have fallen asleep.
Looking down, she sees her light reflected in a cool, clean mirror of snow.
But then she sees me, a tiny blemish
in her perfect world, and flees
away, behind the mountain,
to the safety of darkness.
Leaving me alone, waiting and watching
almost fearfully
for what the dawn will bring.
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Ethnography
Nile Freeman

Those macadamia nuts scat around
Me, laying half awake. I know this stint
rent body is a temple, reckless bound
with lust drenched eyes. Unbound, this conscious gift
has seen connection. Burden passing lips
from lips. How intimate is your name?
You want to take a drive, perhaps a dip,
down Alabama byways & mind frames.
These woods seem strange, sparse country all too bleak.
My bones remember jungle; each vine. I’m
not the boy who cried wolf. The wolf is me.
On all fours I stalk flesh & plan to dine
like royalty. Beast bred, & before queen
I spiral snout first toward the sublime.
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Ritual Rejected
Judah Savage

When I was thirteen I rose above the threshold, what we call bar mitzvah. I’d take black
leather straps and wrap them round my forearms, a sign every morning to remind how people
mourning need to be hugged tight, to be told not to fight back the tears for the fear of grief is
a thief who will steal the chance for the little life left to leaf through wizened pages wondering
whether or where they might hold wisps of wisdom. Though I wish I had seen him coming,
that thief got to me, and my knack for the practice cracked leaving me backless. Maybe I got
too much chutzpah, so I quit shvitzing the mitzvahs, rather chasing for shiksas.
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The Sun Melts Red
Nile Freeman

There is some thrill in being fickle.

The sun melts red,
like crayon, in Tokyo-

The world misses the darkness.
I have seen the way it clutches to night,

at least
it is right to say.

tight like a lover leaving
for war in the morning

What could be more sensual?
What could be more fitting

it strains day to life.
At work, some businessman

for a girl who’d often
dreamt in fields of strawberries-

slips out of the office
to rendezvous with his mistress

pecan trees dropping their parachutes,
fixed like a tossed salad?

at a hotel by the Sumida.
They open up the blinds

My bones
ache for boundlessness.

to find the world blushing
at her valiant dark,

Today I want Tokyo,
perhaps next week Reykjavik.

turning the sky
into a blazoned dream.
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Betta Fish

Only when the water quality is unbearable, one site says.
(Can you see anything?Are you forever wiggling blind through a cold cloud? How is
the breathing?)

Lisa Muloma

Dear Jeffrey:

or

I have seen you dashing your head against the glass.
I have seen you dragging your graying underbelly across the golden marbles.
Your gills thick, whiting with ammonia,
Your water, marching towards the opaque.

When they are lonely. (Get him a fishy companion or two – make sure you don’t put
two male bettas together though. They will likely eat one another to death.)
Are you a cannibal, Jeffrey?

(I have placed you beside the window, to warm you.
You are a tropical fish.)

When their fish bowls are too small. (I have often wondered how a person could be
happy inside of a bowl on the windowsill, but you have always danced so sweetly for
me when I come in the morning to say hello, to feed you bloodworms.)

I, anxious, have visited the dark corners of the internet:
AquariumAdvice.com where @FishyBusiness95 writes,

Because betta fish evolved to be great jumpers.

“Last night, my little female betta,
Junie,
Who was the PRETTIEST betta I have ever owned…
Dove out of her tank while I was sleeping
and slowly dried to death on the floor.”

A fallen fish1 wrote:
“Make no mistake about people who leap from burning windows. Their terror of
falling from a great height is still just as great as it would be for you or me standing
speculatively at the same window just checking out the view; i.e. the fear of falling
remains a constant. The variable here is the other terror, the fire’s flames: when the
flames get close enough, falling to death becomes the slightly less terrible of two
terrors.”

Evidently thousands of domesticated fish do this every year --

1
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David Foster Wallace
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Meditation

Ariana Yeatts-Lonske
I have known many airborne fish.
Some have leaped in the slow hours of the summer evening when the family is out for ice
cream – have landed decisively beneath the radiator and have burned.
Others, right before breakfast, have been found trembling on the granite countertop, sliding
with each toss of the tail.
Have been carried gently with a paper towel, back home.
		
Have come to, gasping
among endless piles of golden marbles.

In early morning,
a timpanist begins to tune.
She strokes the smallest drum once,
listens,
leans on the pedal,
and strokes again.
If the timpani finds its pure center,
when she hums the desired pitch
an inch above the softened calfskin,
it will resonate, singing back to her
even after she has fallen silent.
Her steady hands are always seeking,
her voice always softly singing,
and some mornings I sing back,
the perfect unison spreading from my lips
to soften my upturned palms
and warm my curled toes.
I can only sustain this absolute understanding
for a few minutes, maybe an hour—
I overstretch, overtighten, backslide.
But if I have ever known God,
I have known her like this.
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My Soul is Having an Auction
Perry Belcher

My soul—is having—an auction.
she is having a sale.
Come on in! She insists on dying
without baggage in her will.
Find many bargains! Search every
chest and drawer and pile
There are memories worth buying
she—serene—is waiting still
for an offer. Willing to deal.
Why look! A golden chain—
How wondrous it shines on your wrist.
It has no marks of use—or pain—
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These earrings—Golden aureoles!
Once mistaken for God’s eyes—
She has cleaned and polished
them
no signs of living—near lies—
A blouse with golden speckles
used for her favored costume
now too large—it engulfs—
a soul smaller—than—the moon.
She was good in her life—she tried
to shine—in a body
not worthy of her residence
too celestial—starry—
She must depart soon—no hearse
can include her things
In the flight we all must take—
Though we may not have wings.
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Father

and drinks tea
nods and whispers sorry, sorry
to a widow who mirrors his pose

Lisa Muloma
Who watches true-to-life murder mystery shows
organ music and voiceovers and grainy photographs
of big haired girls in frumpy dresses,
Their smiles fat and pink with small-town life
then, (we find out)
lost to slow death by poison
or fire,
or asphyxiation,
or stabbing – always in the bathtub, the heavy smell of rust
expanding to stain tile and carpet
and this always in the dark.
Who turns to me with eyebrows raised
during the commercial break,
his fingers waging a distracted war on calloused soles,
shakes his head and smiles a little.
Who drives for hours to attend a remote instance of dying
in a neighborhood of squaregraying houses
who sits somber on a sinking couch because Anastasia
(whom he did not really know) has died.
who leans forward
elbows resting on knees
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who says I am here for you always
to a deathman he does not really know.
who is proud to be here in this death room,
who can carry this heavy thing.
Who marches electric through hospital halls to the chapel
where black men and women are sweating in prayer
who stands in the back with me and holds my hand
as if to say
this is the How.
Who hums all the way home,
glowing with a strange green light.
Who for months is fixated on life insurance
feels the impish arms of eternity squeezing tighter his skull
whose dreams keep him awake and pacing,
drinking tea and watching television in the zombiedawn,
chest taut.
Who is forever crouching, small against a wall of mud
two years old and keening for his mother who has gone
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First Night in Kathmandu
up
in a concert of steel and light.
Small father who is perpetually waiting at the door
peering down the weathered path
listening for footsteps
as the dusk pours a dark wine
to quench the sun.
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Caroline Saunders

The smell of smoky-sweet coriander
thick, milky rice pudding smudging
its sugary heat into close city air,
damp with particulates
and car exhaust
and aerated cumin
from a million Hindu rooftops.
The terror when my new didis pulled me
from the floor cushions and tried to make me dance,
smiling and beckoning me
to follow their motions as their arms
twirled and scooped the air like wine-drunk swan necks,
wrists rotating on a four-beat pivot,
fingers blooming outward like open beaks,
just to close again
and glide upward to meet and part over their heads,
knowing the dance by heart,
knowing what’s next.
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About a Volcano and the Person It Made

isn’t such a little shit.

Angelica Lasala

I want to be loved;
I want to be easy to love.

No man is an island, entire of itself; every man is a piece of the continent, a part of the main
— John Donne, Meditation XVII

I want to feel like home;
I want to be a motherfucking tourist destination.

I am an archipelago.
I want too much.
This is how archipelagos form: When oceanic plates collide, the denser plate
gets pushed
under
and deeper
and down, down, down
until it kisses the earth’s mantle.
There is a volcano forming within me. It is part of who I am. It will be there
whether I decide to engage with it or not. Magma will collect until the threat
of trembling becomes real trembling.
There are people on my shores. I will not tell them to take shelter from me
because I love them and am selfish in the way that I do. I want to be steady
for them and fertile for them and there for them always, like a mother tongue
translation of The Giving Tree in which the tree bears mangoes and the kid
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One day, I will erupt. Well-meaning people will not know what to do in the
wake of the erupting. Well-meaning people will try to help with love that
is tough and love that is soft and love that is pleading, but the thing about
volcanoes is you can’t talk them out of being what they are. My heart will keep
pumping magma even if you tell it not to. Once the lava cools, it will leave a
blemish upon the ocean. Well-meaning people will try to engineer that land,
that baggage, that relic of unrest into something more level, something more
livable. I will allow this and even encourage it because, deep down, I hate
feeling like an
island.
From above, I look like fragments. Over time, I will come to believe that I am
nothing but fragments, nothing if not fragmented, broken somehow. I will
grow nostalgic for a Pangaea I never knew. I will try to pull myself together
as though plate tectonics weren’t historical fact, as though I could somehow
freeze time and stop the Earth’s mantle from its inevitable onward.
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But then I will look out into the horizon,
that most dutiful bearer of hard truths,
and it will read the way a heart rate monitor reads —
still,
sustained,
and deafening in its stillness,
a stoic infinity that whispers:
there is so much sea between who you are and
who you used to be

Most of the Midwest took shape because the Pleistocene ice ages came
and went, because the Paleozoic era left shale and limestone behind like
heirlooms. No crash, no burn, just the placid passage of time. People move
here and never leave and root for sports teams that don’t win. They stick
around despite the winter because snow won’t shake your foundations like
ocean can, because cold is an idler threat than burning.

In the halls of a suburban Illinois high school,

about Oak Brook or Hinsdale or Elmhurst. It is all tree-lined streets and fathers
teaching their daughters how to ride two-wheeled bicycles and wholesome
folk with money. I grew up never wanting for much, never needing to want for
much. My parents loved each other and still do. Our fridge was always full and
still is. My best friends lived on the same cul de sac, quaint with mauve bricks
and old people who watched us play outside from their bay windows to make
sure we were safe. I sang Norah Jones’ “Don’t Know Why” at a talent show in
seventh grade. I got grounded for walking to the mall without adult supervision.
Everything was flat. I yearned to see chiaroscuro in the contours of a valley, to
know how the air felt from a mountain’s peak. Sometimes, after finishing my
homework, I’d watch my then-favorite movie, and the lilt of Julie Andrew’s
soprano would tell me,
all the way from Technicolor Austria:
the hills are alive with the sound of music.
I wanted to see if she was right.
So I sought out dissonance.
I looked for cacophony.
I tap danced because it was loud and listened to pop-punk because it was loud
and wrote slam poetry because it was loud and colored my bangs red with dye
from Walgreens because it was loud.

I wished for the plates to collide.

I made shitty friends and watched Fight Club with them even though I
couldn’t stomach the soap scene.

I grew up knowing nothing but a world that was flat. There is nothing jagged

I talked back to my mother.
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I let those shitty friends convince me that
optimism was stupid, politeness was artifice
misanthropy meant wisdom, naïve meant less than
and I was less than for all these reasons,
so I tried to see where Nietzche was coming from when he said

A: Common symptoms of volcanic unrest include an increase in the
frequency or intensity of earthquakes beneath a volcano; the occurrence of
volcanic tremor; swelling, subsidence, or cracking of the ground; increased
steam emission or small steam explosions […] It is important to remember
that volcanic unrest is common and most times unrest does not lead to
eruptions. By studying past unrest and eruptions, scientists can better figure
out what might happen next at that volcano.

God is dead
though I never really believed that.
I wore arm socks.
But here’s what I didn’t tell anyone: I wore arm socks partly because they
were badass but mostly because they were warm, like a security blanket that
somehow made you look tougher than you actually were.

The U.S. Geological Survey website has an FAQ section about volcanoes. It’s
extensive and user-friendly, with topics ranging from public safety to tourism
to the extent of fact and fiction in movie portrayals.

Note how you can replace
volcanoes with those suffering from mental illness
eruptions with depressive episodes
and this shit still makes sense without too much poetic effort.

If I could grab lunch with my high school self, I’d sneak her a beer and tell her
be careful what you wish for;
flat is better, I promise;
youwillregretthisyouwillregretthisyouwillregretthis

An excerpt:

but then I’d look into her eyes, outlined like she just learned how,

Q: What kinds of unusual activity might be noticed before an eruption?
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gleaming at the frosty pint glass
but actually at her newly awakened “badness” —
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a badness that she and I both know isn’t really all that bad because she means
no harm, will mean no harm, never meant harm
to anyone but herself —
and I’d realize I can’t stop
the trajectory of a planet that refuses to keep still.
She is/I am/this volcanic hotspot is effusive and overflowing by nature, by
virtue, by the Earth’s mantle moving, by the heat and magnetic pull of its/her/
my inner core.

I will rationalize instead of going to class. I will rationalize instead of seeking
out help. I will rationalize instead of drinking or bullshitting my way through
the tough stuff like college students are supposed to. I will rationalize because
my parents put me on speaker whenever they call, and I’ve got it under
control sounds prettier than iamnotokaythisisnotadrilliamnotokay. I will
rationalize because migraine looks less desperate than depression when you’re
emailing professors about why you
didn’t make it to class that day.
I will rationalize because I am in denial about

The Earth/a younger me/I will lie to myself and others and chalk up the
beginnings of this volcano to migraines or something.

that newly awakened badness
pushing against the rest of me into

I will rationalize:

that deep and scary place

Dad gets migraines from time to time

where everything turns into magma

This is hereditary and manageable

and she’s about to blow

Nothing that Advil and a can-do attitude can’t fix

and it’s only a matter of when

You’ve made it to 19
You’ve made it through
your first year-and-a-half at a Top 20 university
You’ll come out of this
a champ, a yuppie, some form of respectable adult
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On June 15, 1991, the explosion of Mt. Pinatubo wreaked havoc upon Luzon,
the Philippines’ largest and most populous island. The natural disaster sent
10,000,000,000 tons of magma and 20,000,000 tons of toxic gas flying,
demolishing 8,000 homes, destroying 200,000 acres of farmland, and
killing 847 people.
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lonely and helplessly what it is/I am
unable to fashion a boat out of the debris

The explosion left behind a cloud of ash so large that it cut the amount of
sunlight that reached the Earth by 10 percent.

or board a goddamn plane
to that flat place called home

On December 12, 2014, I lost my wallet.

because I lost my goddamn wallet

I was failing all my classes and blowing off therapy sessions, sleeping through
the day and unable to blink at night. I played Candy Crush and binge-watched
Boy Meets World because those things made sense and all arrived at some
implicitly promised resolution, unlike the impending threat of a mandatory
semester off, during which I was somehow supposed to figure out

and couldn’t muster the courage to answer my phone
and didn’t want to deal with Mom and Dad worried sick over my inability to
just be part of a fucking continent like the rest of us
just be land like the rest of us

how to will a volcano dormant

despite myself

just not convulse and not crumble and not try to end it all by drinking nail
polish remover underneath a dormitory desk on a thirteenth floor I couldn’t
help but find symbolic in a pathetic effort to make my

despite that intrinsic hotspot that

struggle beautiful

pushes out islands

like the rest of us

learn how to keep the waters calm

even though I hate how
islands hurt other people in the make

Another:

even though I hate how
archipelago feels
incurably disparate and dangerous and
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Q: What’s it like to work on volcanoes?
A: Volcanoes are inherently beautiful places where forces of nature combine
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to produce awesome events and spectacular landscapes […] In the words of
a scientist, “for me, there’s something fundamental and moving about the
idea of magma rising from deep inside our restless planet to flow gracefully
onto its surface, as in Hawaii, or explode violently into its atmosphere, as at
Mount St. Helens. I’m fascinated by the knowledge that some of the gases I
breathe were once miles deep in the Earth, and arrived in my lungs by way of
a volcano.”

like the rest of us:
broken
and whole
and made whole by the breaking

I am an archipelago.
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The Contributor

The Vanderbilt Review x The Contributor

About The Contributor

When Lauren and I arrived at The Contributor, Inc. Administrative Offices at the corner
of Church and 5th St. on a grey Monday morning, there was a line out the door of people
of many age groups (and a couple of adorable dogs) waiting to register and purchase their
papers for the week, catch up with one another over coffee, and turn in personal submissions
of writing and artwork.

The Contributor, Inc. is a nonprofit social enterprise which circulates the largest street paper
per capita in the world, engaging roughly 10% of the Nashville homeless population. The
newspaper is sold to vendors for $0.75, and vendors sell papers to customers for $2 (plus
tips), and keep any and all profits. Vendors of The Contributor are homeless and formerly
homeless members of the Nashville community, and undergo interviews and training prior
to vending. The paper is a means to create economic opportunity wherein its distributors
function as self-owned, self-operating businesses.

Vibhu Krishna

By 9:30 AM sharp, vendors had gathered in the Fellowship Hall of the Downtown
Presbyterian Church, and after a series of enthusiastic, bright greetings and explanations of
the week’s papers and food stamp rules, they dispersed to retrieve their newspapers. We had
the pleasure of meeting some regular writers and artists, including David, whose vibrantlycolored marker drawings are unmistakable in The Contributor.
This collaboration began with a simple insight: the arts, regardless of demographic
differences, bring joy, catharsis, and awareness to those who seek them. Our theme this year,
Gold, not only speaks to wealth and wealth disparities, but also the preciousness of artworks
as capsules of emotion, time, and humanness. We, as The Vanderbilt Review (TVR), speak
to these salient issues through our publication and launch ceremony by reaching out to The
Contributor, whose enduring mission likewise involves engagement via the arts.
The February 22, 2016 issue of The Contributor holds a particularly special place in our
hearts, as it marks the first print collaboration of TVR with this incredible, local publication.
In the future, The Contributor will continue to publish works selected by TVR editors from
submissions from Vanderbilt students in the “Guest Submission” section of their paper.

adapted from Linda Bailey, Vendor Program Assistant for The Contributor

Involvement Opportunities
Volunteering and internships: The Contributor,
Inc. is always looking for weekly volunteers in
our sales office. We are also actively looking for
interns in our Vendor, Editorial and Development
departments. Please email Linda Bailey (linda@
thecontributor.org) for more information on any
of these opportunities.
Donations: The Contributor weekly street
newspaper is operated and published as a result
of generous donors committed to opportunity
for homeless and formerly homeless individuals.
Make a donation today at www.thecontributor.
org/donate.

In the following pages of Volume 30 of TVR, you will find poignant, heartrending pieces
selected by the staff of The Contributor.
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A Day in the Life of This Contributor Vendor
Norma B.
Homeless Vendor

One Sunday afternoon I was out to sell my last few copies of The Contributor when a
man pulled into the parking lot behind me and called me over.
Nothing too unusual about that, but what happened next really threw me for a loop.
At first, I didn’t hear the guy clearly, so I asked him to repeat what he’d said. I thought he
asked me “how I got hooked on rugs”— that may sound a little strange, but I do make latchhook rugs as a hobby. I told The Contributor’s Director of Vending that in a survey once, but
how would this guy know about that? I couldn’t recall that ever being published in the paper.
I apologized for asking him to repeat what he’d said yet again, and then I finally
understood what he was asking, “What kind of drugs are you hooked on?”
In an instant, it was as if I was having some sort of out-of-body experience. By that,
I mean it was as if part of me was frozen, paralyzed, barely able to breathe, and wondering if
this man realized how he’d affected me.
Yet, at the same time, I could hear myself beginning to make my reply. “Drugs?” I
said. “I’m not on drugs. I hate drugs! My mother died of a drug overdose, I hate drugs!”
I went on to say that after my mother’s death, I’d worked in a drug rehab and while it
was definitely not my highest paying job, it was one of my favorites. Every day had similarities,
but the people I met were always different, and the stories of how they got there were as
unique as the individuals themselves (a little like selling The Contributor).
“Then why are you on this corner selling this paper?” He replied. “Why don’t you go
back to doing what you were doing before? Most of the people who do this are drunks and
drug addicts.”
I said I really couldn’t answer for anyone else—just myself.
As for why I wasn’t doing the same job I had done previously, I explained that I’d
been let go in every nice way possible due to the economic downturn. I also told him that I’d
drawn unemployment confident that another job would turn up eventually—but that never
happened. I guess I have a few too many obstacles for employers to deal with (and despite
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what you might hear, discrimination is alive and well in the workplace).
That’s when I began to sell The Contributor: a paper designed to help homeless and
formerly homeless individuals. I told him some of the things it allowed me to do like buy my
granddaughter school supplies and clothes. Oh, and let’s not forget the roof over my head,
food, and things like that.
Then, he dismissed me with a polite but restrained, “God bless you, have a good day.”
What he said stuck with me—in fact, I still can’t seem to shake it. To just assume that
someone is on drugs or an alcoholic because they sell the paper is ridiculous!
So, if I may suggest before jumping to baseless conclusions, I encourage you to get
to know some of the vendors you see on the street every single day. As you listen to their
stories, you may be able to relate to them more than you think. But even if that is not the
case, please at least try to understand that many of us have experienced unimaginable loss,
heartache, trials, and tragedies.
I mean, do you ever read the Vendor Spotlight? After doing so, ask yourself (and be
honest), how would you handle the kind of things they endure on a daily basis? I know it’s easy
to say, oh, I would never do this or that, but is that really true?
One thing I’ve learned in my life is that you never know what you will do until you
are faced with a situation and an answer is demanded of you. Just a little something to think
about.
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A Walk in the Woods
June P.
Homeless Vendor

What if I were standing at the edge of the woods up on a hill looking down an old
rocking path? The sun shining on my face, the wind blowing my hair around, the squirrels
running everywhere, leaves falling, tree brushes cracking. I start my walk down the path. The
sound of my walk is branches cracking, the wind blowing, and the stress of my day lowers. I
come to a little stack cabin about to fall down. The door creaks as I try to open it, one side of
the door falls.
Inside, heaven appears. There is a bright light. The smell is so beautiful—there is an
overgrown garden, flowers of every kind of color, vines climbing the walls and trees, shaded
trees, as far as I can see. All kinds of God’s nature are there. Squirrels, rabbits, birds singing
their lovely songs. This small stack cabin on the outside was God’s place inside, as far as you
could see. Scared to enter, but wanting to so badly, I walk down a golden path, smelling all
kinds of flowers with all kinds of animals playing around me, tails wagging with thoughts of
happy things, even ants and of insects running around over fallen tree branches and leaves.
The most beautiful butterflies of all colors and shapes fly around. Yes, this has to be God’s
place.
Behind all this there’s wooden areas—the most perfect woods I’d ever seen. The sun
is glowing through the trees in the fallen and hanging leaves. It felt cooler and smelled sweet
and mild. The sound of a brook, water running over rocks, falling into more water, feels so
refreshing. I feel for a minute my stress is gone, none anywhere in my body, from head to toe.
I keep following the golden path. There is a clearing of so much sunlight, and a
waterfall that is angels to my ears it is so beautiful. The sounds, the smell, and of course God’s
rainbow. I just need to sit and enjoy. I hear something different. I look up, I see three beautiful
angels flying above me, dropping pieces of small gold shiny things into the water and all over
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me. I feel so great, but so different. Not a care in the world. Completely relaxed. It feels so
good to let yourself enjoy the peaceful place—the warmth. My mind clears while watching
the water fall into the pond. I inhale deep and enjoy the now, as I call it, my time with God. It
is hard to leave this place, but you see I don’t. I carry this image everywhere I go. I can go to it
anytime I need.
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Michael “The Scribe” G.
Untitled

paint on canvas
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Keys

Protect the Homeless

You know what it feels like when
you don’t have keys whether it
be to your own apartment or to
someone’e heart.

I woke this morning
to the bitter cold.
Every bone in my body
aching because I’m old.

Candy Lewis
Formerly Homeless Vendor

The day after Christmas I got
the keys to my very own
apartment and I took back the
keys to my girl’s heart.
We have been through so much
together and didn’t know from
one day to the next where we
would end up.
In a tent for fourteen months
in a snow and ice storm
We had no place to get water
no place to shower.
As of Saturday we both have a place
to go and set of keys both to a
home and to a heart.
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Rocky R.
Formerly Homeless Vendor

I thought of my brothers
out there on the street
Having not a place
to get into for heat
I pray to my God
that he helped them keep warm
That he protected them
From the weather and harm
I hope that they prayed
before they laid their heads
In whatever makeshift
spots they called their beds
We need to work harder
to help those in need.
Even if we have to
give up some of our greed.
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Blessed

Melinda F. “Jessie”
Formerly Homeless Vendor
it takes an insurmountable amount of courage
just to live, day in and day out
being homeless is a state I’m in, it’s not who I am
many would pass me by, and never know
the dangers of living in these streets
I am so very blessed, when I’m still alive
no one jeopardized my life, mother nature kept
me safe
but it is my maker that watched me in my slumber
I have no gold medals, little to no recognition
of the many ways I’ve been blessed to survive
“street smarts” can’t be taught in school books
but there is an air of compassion in the people of
these streets
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the news reported by 2025, 11 million will be
homeless
what good is a prediction, yet we don’t prevent it
so many blessed in ways only they can see
don’t be blind to the fact, a home doesn’t make
you blessed
being blessed is taking what you have no matter
its value
this tent is my mansion, the stars at night my
chandelier
but the law treats me like a native, as they kick me
off this land
I’d like to be blessed with a piece of ground that no
one could take from me
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Just Another Day

Michael “Smiley” G.
Formerly Homeless Vendor

61

January is coming to an end
February is near, and look! It’s a leap year.
Then, it’s March and on the 5th
I’m afraid I turn 61.
Oh joy. What fun.
Maybe if I don’t say it too loud,
It will just pass me by,
But I know that would be a far cry.

The sun came up,
Shadows followed
Morning birds sang
In farmers’ fields
Horses galloped
City street lights,
Shut down
Local papers, thrown
To subscribers’ lawns
Empty streets, filled
By buses and cars
Walkers and dogs
All were on their way
To where, who knows?
Was this really just another day?
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Deborah R.
Homeless Vendor

Dad, the Memories

River That Never Ends

Octavia P.
Homeless Vendor

Michael “Smiley” G.
Formerly Homeless Vendor

You would work all night
Sometimes
Mom would provide your meal
Placed on the table
You come in, sit, eat and
We would remove your plate
You would take your bath
Leave your clothes on the
Floor, we would pick them
Up put them in the hamper
We would wash your clothes
Iron your handkerchief,
Undershorts, pants, and shirts.
Load your undershirts
Put your socks together
All this I joyed for
I love you so much.
Not gone, never forgotten.

Down from the mountain,
Water fell into a river
Still, deep, and green
Dawn had broken
Clouds had rolled in
Sun’s rays turned the
Water into red silhouettes
Breathtaking, memory staking
Farther, farther it goes
Past sand bars, past
Catfish holes, plunging
On, plunging on
Trees rose, ranges strode
High above, majestically
The river rode
I rode, into the currents
I swam into its turbulence
This river never ends.
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the remaining pages of this publication
are for you
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Reflections

Reflections
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Reflections

Reflections
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Reflections
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